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Since our founding, Atlantic Technology’s mission is to use innovative 
engineering, design and build quality delivering an outstanding 
cost/performance ratio with products serving people who value superior 
music and film experiences with exceptional sound quality that exceeds 
their expectations and stays true to the work the artist created. 
 

The H-PAS Legend is Born 
In 2011 we introduced a unique, patented design for a game-changing 
bass system called H-PAS (Hybrid Pressure Acceleration System). H-PAS 
breaks the conventional “Iron Law” of speaker acoustics that you can’t 
have deep bass and good sensitivity in a reasonably sized enclosure. 
With H-PAS you can.    
 

Introduced with the award-winning AT-1 tower speaker, it immediately 
won high praise as Stereophile stated “it generated bass of such 
extension, power and control it left me and others who attended the 
demo shaking their heads in disbelief”. The AT-1 was dubbed “the bee’s 
knees” and made the Stereophile “Loudspeaker of the Year” list, a list 
where the average speaker price was 6 times higher than the AT-1.   
 

The Next Generation Is Here 
The AT-3 is the improved successor to the acclaimed AT-1 featuring 
refinements developed since the first generation resulting in a floor 
standing speaker with the same head shaking deep bass from a cabinet 
25% smaller than the AT-1.  
 

The AT-3 is a two-way speaker that utilizes a single new 6.5-inch woofer 
to produce bass that extends to 29 Hz (-3dB) at Sound Pressure Levels 
that exceed 106dB and Bass harmonic distortion is under 3 percent. 
Comparable performance in a conventionally designed loudspeaker 
system would require bass drivers of at least triple the size in an 
enclosure at least twice as large. 
  

Improvements in the AT-3 include a new computer optimized internal 
cabinet design for a rigid, inert structure without restricting the critical 
internal airflow that’s key to H-PAS.  All new drivers and driver materials 
are housed in an elegant curved cabinet with a metal-flake, hand 
polished gloss-black fine furniture finish. 
 

 
 
  

H-PAS - A New and Better Way to Generate Bass 
H-PAS is a patented acoustic process for which Atlantic Technology 
developed a sophisticated, predictive computer algorithm giving its 
engineers tools to optimize the design H-PAS speaker systems. This 
allows engineers to hold any one variable constant (I.e. the desired low 
frequency-data point, driver size/ parameters, system sensitivity, 
cabinet volume) and determine the other values based on the held 
variable. It’s a purely passive system that any amplifier can drive. 
 
 
 
 

Patented H-PAS Algorithm 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
  

   

An Innovative Bass System  
Central to the H-PAS design is the use of light, high-resonance woofers which 
means H-PAS delivers incredible bass detail and dynamics because of its 
inherent lightning-fast transient response that reacts and stops 3 to 5 times 
faster than slower, heavy, low-resonance drivers usually used to in ordinary 
speakers.  
 

The AT-3’s new 6.5-inch high-resonance driver is optimized for H-PAS 
featuring a light, rigid, formed concave fiberglass cone with greater 
uniformity, continuity and reduced cone breakup for improved clarity and 
lower distortion. This long-throw driver has an instant, pulse reaction for 
unmatched transient response. It’s lighter, quicker and cleaner.   
 

H-PAS has a unique, proprietary internal cabinet design where the woofer’s 
back wave travels through an internal multi-compression chamber with an 
inverse horn structure for a continuous compression of the bass wave and 
couples it to an acoustic bass trap chamber. This chamber expands the 
effective enclosure volume at low frequencies while filtering out parasitic 
resonances and distortion to clarify the bass exiting the port at the cabinet 
front. As a result, the AT-3 delivers extended deep bass at high output levels 
with exceptionally low harmonic distortion. 
 

Advanced Silk Dome Tweeter 
High-frequencies are delivered by our new 1-inch liquid cooled silk dome with 
speed and quickness for an outstanding transient response. The crossover 
frequency is lower than a typical 2 way speaker which blends the tweeter 
perfectly with the woofer to give the system a top-to-bottom transient 
response that belies its price. The foam tweeter “frame” ensures uniform 
dispersion, smoothness of response and tonal balance with or without the 
grille attached resulting in better lateral and depth imaging for a more 
enjoyable listening experience.  
 

Optimized Driver Integration – Coherent Sound 
The woofer-tweeter alignment provides for the greatest side-to-side lateral 
dispersion enhancing stage depth and imaging while reducing and eliminating 
unwanted floor and ceiling reflections for the cleanest, most coherent sound.  
 

This driver alignment and positioning is optimized with the lower crossover 
frequency with its symmetry and phase contributing to the speaker’s wide 
horizontal dispersion. The parallel second-order crossover uses components of 
the very highest quality and adheres to strict 1% component value tolerances 
to ensure the best sound possible. 
 

High Frequency Energy Control 
The back panel has a three position     
switch to change the relative output level  
of the tweeter to compensate for different  
room acoustics and personal taste.   
The +/- positions subtly adjust the tweeter  
output by very slight amounts over its  
operating range from 2 kHz to 20 kHz.   
These positions change the speaker’s  
spectral balance by adjusting the  
proportion of treble to bass over a wide  
frequency band.    

New Fiberglass High-
Resonance Woofer 

New Tweeter “Frame”  

 
 Optimized Driver Alignment  

 
Tweeter Energy Control 

Front firing H-PAS Deep Bass Port 



 
 

        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Design and Features 
The AT-3 is a speaker of extraordinary high performance and is intended 
for use in top-shelf music or home theater systems. Additional high-
quality details make the AT-3 a perfect fit for a high-end audio system. 

Cast Iron Spiked Feet  
Heavy-duty cast iron feet with spikes are included with the AT-3 to 
solidly couple the speaker to carpeted flooring.  
  

   

 Dual 5-Way Binding  Posts 

 

Adjustable spikes allow the 
speakers to be leveled and 
optional rubber feet are also 
provided to protect hardwood 
floors and provide a solid, 
vibration-free foundation. 

Gold-plated binding posts are 
made to accommodate heavy-
gauge cable or banana connectors.   
 
Plus removable terminal straps 
allow for bi-wiring or bi-
amplification when ultimate 
performance is the goal.  

Wire management guides for the 
cabinet back are included for an 
uncluttered installation. 

The magnetic detachable grille frames with acoustically 
transparent grille cloth provide an easy option between 
appearance and performance  
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H-PAS – Hybrid Pressure Acceleration System   
Is a Trademark of Atlantic Technology 
 


